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.COUrse = and 

nickels & dimes 
COMPUTING CENTRE 

Yell, spring ts in the alr, a new term is upon us, and 50 js a new computer services accounting System, not to mention the new two digit computer phone system, and even the newly renovated Honeywel ] terminal room. 
Accounting (for those not already painfully aware of it) Is now on a Supposedly "real money" basis. This led to the removal of the CFENERALUSE acets. from APL (but then nothing happens in APL since they decided the I.P, Sharp undate was too much bother to implement). It alSO means that the Computer Se. Club probahly won't ret much in the way of Computing Centre Acct. #'s, 
Of course this 

interesting nrocedure 
accounts, to he specific, 
requires a "NASP account Ceverythinge, naturally, requires a SACC card) to which YOur' student ID and personal lock Cini- tially your initials), Naturally this allows a check to be made as to whether (a) yOu really exist (5) you're really in the 

(c) you haven't used too much time already.... need I add that Since it's possible, they've already done it... 

brings in an 
for handling course 

each SACC 

They hone to have jit fully useable SOON. ... 

At the same time about 59 major chanres vere made to WITS ... i€ vou didn't 

MAKES MUCH CHANGE 
recopnize it then maybe that could exnlain ite... 

A more general change was also made to the system of computer lines, There are now a number of "computer phones" installed randomly about the building, which are nov about the only way Of gettine a computer line, 
All the numbers are 2 digits: 
01-39 2741 service? 
41-49 2741 vm 
51-59 ASCII wm 
61-69 ASCII Service? 
71-89 2741 honeybun 
91-99 ASCII honeybun 
Any of them can he used with an exten- sion phone by prefixine them with "“oqu to make a & digit number, 
To keep up. with all these "improvements" the ‘bun has MC3018 so that It can look half the neople. 
And on the Subject of Computers » Comp. Sci. you mipht note that Math 132R now discourages tutorials (i.e. they aren't compulsory), The tutors are al] grad stu- dents (you have to make work for them somehow) who don't know WATIAT excent one who helped write It (the theory bheine perhaps that If {fs the averafe, not the individual, knowledge which counts), 

major 
renovated 

crowded with 
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CONP. SCI. DISCONNECTS, 

/ oy 
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  While you were away 
COSMIC PROFUNDITY, 

This past winter term Salta number o developments take nlace-- from the nronosed faculty and degree mame changes to the retirement of mathmelis! own nhantom. To Undate those math Students returning from “Ork terms, mathtFlus Mresents the following Summary of hapnenings as recorded tn the term's nages of mathtlFrs , 
Mot unusually, the term began In Tow rear but January 15 saw a develonment take 

Dlace that hecame one of the most (onlv?) Contentious fssues for the term. %n that date the Nathematics Faculty Council nassed the following motion: “that we annrove the Pronosead changes in the name of our faculty and degrees to: Faculty of Mathematical Sciences, Rachelor of “Mathematical Sciences 
and Master of 'Nathematical Sciences." Faculty members Sstronplyv sunnorted the move 

PHANTOM RETIRES 
and, in fact, the motion was carried 
without discussion or onposition, Since 
little, if anv, student oninion on the matter had heen solicited, maths decided 
to try to determine how students felt. The Februarv i issue carried a small cuestionnaire asking students whether they 
did or did not annrove of the pronosed 
changes. Cf the over 109 resnpondants to the oninion noll, 29% were onnosed to the 

(COSNIC, cont'd on n.2) 

DROP & ADD 
This is a reminder that the deadline for adding courses this term fs next Tuesday, May 21. The final day for dropping courses is Friday, June 28, 
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| (COSMIC, cont'd from p.1) president and Phil Lanouette was elected 
changes, 16° were in favour and 2% did not vice-president. In other news that month, 

care, Nue to the anparent student onpnost- the faculty held its hard sell camnatien on 

tion to the name game, a forum was hastily tarch 19 as several hundred potential 

ih and poorly organized by the math society mathies, parents and friends were treated 

| featuring a discussion with Or. R.A. Staal, to a "Campus Nay"; math apain won the blood 

| main prononent of the “mathematical bowl, boasting the highest faculty tournout 

. science" name. It was at this session that for the Circle K Club's blood donor clinic; 

yt Or. Staal jokinply revealed his  onersonal "Regular Nath saw their hopes of regaining 

ee favourite name: Faculty of Mathematical the coveted Bullbrook Cup, emblematic of 

ad Profundity. intramural hockey supremacy dashed tonday 

a As it turned out students were not the night at the hands of an aroused 

| only ones voicing opposition. The Science kineslolopgy team."; the March 15 issue 

et Faculty Jet it be known that it too would carried a streaker's test "Are you a latent 

ae not be happy with any such changes. Amone streaker?" (Can offer to come in Tuesday 

eR other things, that faculty expressed a nights and watch the phantom streak was not 

oy desire to retain its control of the word taken up by anyone). 

z ee science. As the term ended the issue still So ended another term and another 

con | had not heen brought before senate for volume of matht!i—EWs. Honefully you will 

| final annroval or disannroval. And this is enjoy volume 5 this term. If you have any 

| . where the matter still lies. time to spare on any Tuesday night why not 

7 oe Gther January hapnoeninegs, as renorted drop in and give us a hand? You'll find us 

ih in mathteWS, included, much to the relief in MC 3011. 

ap of many stats students, the installation of 

~ 4 several Hewlett-Packard u5 advanced 

ae | scientific calculators in room 3047; the "A single curve, drawn in the manner of the 

ae Faderation-Societies | Conference (Jan. prices of cotton, describes all that the 

qi 10-20); computer sctlence club recorded ear can possibly hear as the result of the 

at record membershin. : most complicated musical performance...That 

Hl] . January, 7° throuph ren. % tas, the to my mind is a wonderful proof of _ the 
Pl vinter term's version oO mat veer otenc f t| ti " 

ed sponsored sv the math society. ‘bout the P y of mathematics. 

at : . ‘ . ' : - Lord Kelvin 
any only excitement resultins from the week S 

Od be activities was the triumnh of ®ibbit--the 

fale bo computer science club's chess nroeram which 

OER cantured a tenth nlace medal in the chess ma y. 7 

ep tournament. As for the rest of math week, — 

EPpy the absence of any sin of snow resulted in -1 
pope cancellation of both the ski trin and the CAL PR | ORITY 

oh pee Ee - toborsan races. Put of course, there vere 

‘ still the nuhs. "Anticalendar will eat un most of the 

| The month of February witnessed as . budget this term,'' remarked actine spring 

mG rajor a hapnenine as was recorded in the term math society president Paul Armstrone 

a es 4 issue of the Sth: "Ah well, after many at last Tuesday's (May 7) meetine. In 

yo weeks of being annoyed bv various mathMFWs fact, approximately $2590 has heen 

L sremlins and menerally frustrated, and many scheduled to finance the 1974-75 version of 

ronths of filline this column with anv the anticalendar. 

| boring trivia that came alonp...not to men- Treasurer Mon Sheehy outlined for 

oh tion waiting for the APL undate...well ft council! a tentative budget for this term. 

3 Nas outvaited me...I ONITL. 1 the “athsoc is starting the term with a_ bank 

| resignation of the phantom, in his own balance of about $bh50N left over from last 

ny words. term. An additional $1499 is exnected from 

4 In other Februarv news, the Coffee and spring term society fees. Aside from the 

Vo Honuts stand announced an exnandinge of its sizable portion allotted for the 

| service to selling subs, souns and hot anticalendar, Sheehy's interim hudget 

fe chocolate; before his retirement the assigns %800 for soclal activities, %509 

phantom took a swipe at the  comouter for a contingency fund, S699 for mathMrus | 

he science days; Shakuntala evi, the "human $150 for education and anproximately S19n 
of calculator" from India gave a demonstration for each of office sunnlies, comnuter 

ue of amazing speed at arithmetic hefore a science club, honararia, and mathletics. 

hae racked audience in Me 2965; Janice It was noted that a good deal of 

ie Nalligan, Cindy Harris and J.J. Longe are reshuffline of funds is likely to occur 

of. elected math rens to the Students' Council; since mathsoc hones’ to substantially aid 

re-elected Federation of Students' Presi- the computer science club in nresentine its 

dent Andy Telegdi rewards several society computer chess tournament which will he 

Pipe gE neople for camnaifn sunnort, among them held later this term. 

rns mathsoc onresident findy Harris whom he In other business, nresident Armstrong 

pls named vice-president. reported that plenty of lockers are still 

arg The month of “larch featured the arena available and can be had hy claiming same 

Pb poll in which students more or _ less in !10 39383; social director Christine 

petite acknowledged that they did not want to fund Charlebois revealed that no social events 

dd PG an arena. The arch math society elections have vet been nlanned but she is onen_ to 

Pen had a 19% voter turnout -- a fisure low surrestions; society hy-elections are to be 

Hebe even by mathsoc election standards. held within a month's time to fill vacant 

Hpbi ig Anyvray, Jim Langer was acclaimed 1974-75 seats; the new math society constitution, 

S| a 2 (MATHSOC,cont'd on p.3)    



(MATHSOC,cont'd from p.2) 
passed by a referendum held last term and 
scheduled to po into effect this nast "av 
1, stitl has not heen anpnroved hy the 
Federation of Students. . 

In a final move, counc?] ratified the 
snoring term executive consisting of social 
director Christine Charlebois, 
administrator (secretary) Joan Scarrow and 
treasurer Pon Sheehy. Fol lowing this, 
speaker Cindy Harris, former mathsoc nresI- 
dent and current 
Federation of 
gathering. 

and, may 14 

$75022 MISSING 
Due toa discrepancy of approximately 

$750” from this past year's funds, mathsoc 
council was unable to satisfy the budget 
Presented b treasurer Don Sheehy at this 
past Tuesday's meeting. 

Funds have been 
for this term: 

Students, adjourned the 

allotted as follows 

Anti-Cal $2500.00 
csc 301.40 
Contingency 325.74 
Education 100 .00 
Honoraria 100.00 
Nathletics 100.00 
mathNEws 4090.00 

Office Supplies 50.00 
Orientation 100.00 
Petty Cash 25.00 
Publications &% 

Education 110.43 
Social 800.00 

$4912.57 

In other business, nominatltons are 
Open this Friday for 1B, 2B, 34 & 4A by- 

elections and will close the following 
Friday with election day scheduled for June 
3; math weekend is tentatively scheduled 
for July 6,7,8 with social director 
Christine Charlebois entertaining ideas of 
an amateur night, a picnic and/or a camn- 
Out; the nosition of mathsoc vice-president 
1S to remain vacant for the term; Gary 
Uryden was ratified as Federation Roard of 
Education rep. and Director of Publications 
and Education. 

vice-president of the 

  
  

this week... 

BIRDWATCHING M.D. 
Professor Ernest (Ernie) Jen-Hao Chang 

D born in Shanghai, China, on Sentember 
7, 194b, He grew up In Worth Rorneo. 

(For all you non-geography students, that 
'S somewhere In Malaysia, near New Suinea, 
near Hong Kong.) He is now a Canadian 
citizen, and married(Drat]). His wife 
Oks as well, and they share the cooking 
0-50. Prof. Chang takes care of the 

plants in his house, and usually ends up 
Oing the dishes, while his wife does the 

Cleaning up. Other interests are 
which he birdwatching, taking photographs 

develops himself, concerts, eating in T.O, 
His degrees were obtained in various 

places: the B.Sc. which majored in Math 
and Physics at ll. of Manitoba, the M.D. at 
the University of British Columbia, and a 
Masters in Math at UW. of Waterloo, 
completed May 1974, 

Professor Chang's work Involves 
medical information systems. This is the 
study of how to record a patient's’ history 
in such a way that you can retrieve just 
what you want om a cOmnlex system. 

His experience with Medical Data 
analysis started in Regina from 1964 to 
1967, where he worked for more than two 
years on the Patient History Record File in 
the Saskatchewan Medical Care System. The 
history file was updated and maintained, as 
well as claims processed apainst a 
patient's previous recorded history. While 
working with Dr. DN. Anderson at U.B.C. Tn 
1969, he became acauainted with Health care 
delivery problems, He furthered his 
interest tn this area at the Graduate 
Summer School of Biostatistics at S8erkeley, 
and subsequently while auditinp one term of 
the M.P.H. (Masters of Public Health) 
program at the School of Public Health in 
Berkeley. While with the Medical Clinic at 
Powell River, he prepared an analysis’ of 
Physician Utilftzation profiles from PAS 
data for the purpose of ongoing Peer 
Review. 

At Kaiser-Permanente(San Francisco, 
California, 1970-71), he was tnvolved with 
the largest exneriment in the comnuter- 
stored medical record to date, and pained 
an acauaintance with the advanced concepts 
of preventive health maintenance ’~= and 
disease screeninp for which Kaiser Its well- 
known. 

The title of his Master's thesis here 
at Waterloo is "A Demonstration Model of a 
Nistributed and Interpretive Nata Base". 
As a typical data hase anplication, a pilot 
model for medical information network is 
implemented. 

Prof. Chang has been with this 
University since August 1973. Officially, 
he is working for the Department of Appl ted 
Analysis and Comnuter Science, and is a 
Research Associate. Ne has tauceht only 
240B, and now 1328 as well. He eniovs 
teaching, yet wants to pursue his interests 
in research as well. 

In the professor's oninton, ''. of UW. 
exceils in technical areas (amonr others). 
However, it is a young university, and 
there is no tradition, are no diversified 
humanities. He is thus surnrised = that 

there is little onolitics of Imnort. The 
Students are more. mature, not given _to 
throwing oeonle in the river, or nuttine 
soap In the fountains. This seems to he 
due to the co-on npropramme and the focus on 
technical subjects, which attract a more 
sensible type of student. 

Last term, mathNFWS was a eforum = for 
buying a 3AM, The paner does a good joh 

keeping on top of nolitical "things" in the 
faculty. However, tt seems to he slanted 
towards computing. Pure math or statistics 
is more difftcult to produce for the 

public, or use to influence students: it 
is more fun to play games on the comnuter. 
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01 Take the animal back - I wanted 
a thin coat /56/ 

02 Oh, the last letter? It's Greek 
to me /5/ 

03 You pay for 
a ring /4,4/ 

04h A claim: toys (when misused) make 
the 360's system crash /2,8/ 

05 Where you might find a sleening 

flower /3/ 
06 Concise - the French 

nerhans? /7/ 

07 Getting rid of the Honeywell, for 

a separate price /10/ 

08 's an old memory of a lay /5/ 
99 Snlit honours, six of the highest 

introduced by a cheat? /7/ 
10 Without you, Caesar dies sounding 

like a cannibal /2,5/ 
11 A plant nart can be radical /4/ 

it, after giving her 

hynerbola, 

12 A feeling - I hear a little 

money /5/ 
20 A chart /3/ 
25 If a lush hits it, it won't be 

for milk /6/ 
..-or Sal mipht be altered by the 
sun /5/ 

27 

  

O1 
5 

13 
Lh 
15 
16 

17 

18 

I'm crazy about railway engines /4/ 

Swarpering roars - but there's glitter 

in the 8S /8/ 
American Medical Association /3/ 

Here, the medium is the message /6/ 

It holds a nail to the foot /3/ 

He's the last man I'd exnect to be 

mavor /3/ 
Here you might find a star number cruncher 

/3f 
Houldn't it be sweet if Bonnie had two 
heads? /6/ 
Allure and charm? “that a crazy, rum goal 

{Th 
Unscientific bachelor's sneciality /4/ 
This little horse is always comnlaininge /3/ 
I'm a virl from a clean neighbourhood /4/ 
There's six squares to a box (but a 
mathie mieht find 2 to 8) /&/ 
Pussia, China, India etc. - it's all the 
same /4/ 
Transcendental dessert /2/ 
Fat like a bird? Luther nrotested,and 
was thrown out of the Church (in 1521) 
/4,2,5/ 
Where vou might find a hung-un queen /6/ 
Nearly all falsified - I was together, 

  

30 Iowan /5/ united /6/ 

31 I hear not many letters make energy 37 “Ye scrinted after rot set in /5/ 

sources /5/ 40 Anne went after an ant for her aerial /7/ 

32 Flights before tea could make for 42 Nothing, a void /4&/ 

a hard skin lump /4/ 83 Helen's weight of pems /4/ 

33 I annpear to be a stitch /4/ hh Attractive financiers /8/ 

36 
& The double helix /3,3/ Seem ett sett esse ess eslViAPNINGsssssasseeszressssserzt 

38 
39 This isn't Most clues are cryptic - not straight definitions, 

but hints at the word. For example, "It's clear 
I'll be In the plan" might be a clue for plain 
(nla-I-n): note that the clue includes a 
definttion (clear) as well as a hint at the word's 
spelling. Anagrams (for example, "this drink might 
produce a trance" would be a clue for nectar; note 

   
41 Negative /2/ 2% 

a 

ee ee OS  _ that the wording Impltes an anagram on "trance") 

‘and puns are also fair game. 
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bee REKEEREKEGRIDWORD COMMENT 2X eae ee eee kk eke 

. tee ee ee ee we eee ee ee ee ee ee ee eee eee sseeee 
13 <Q 5 EE 

a — 4 

. . ! ; 
ic 77 3 = ‘ion bys back! The gridwords tn Issue 4.10 were 

' creme a KATHY WILSON and DAVE MCDONALD 

4 20 Hei E 
; * — c |The pridword winner is selected in a draw 

2 Fe a 24 25 Si! from all the entries which have: 

F 4 a! 1) a name and phone number 

a : r aan 7 2) are in the mathNEWS maltlbox In MC3038 
26 

1 

ld °° i 30 ! ! by 6pm on the date specified. 

naa oN 7 ; + o8 3) a correct solution 
32. 38 ot ‘ ct 

_ ertaces o ' NEADLINE:for 5.1 is Monday, May 27,1974 

35 36 gf BT [38 32 31 PPIZE tone free T-shirt. 
ji — 4 

4o cram | 242 t.1 For creators of gridwords: 

; 1 Submit your gridword to mathNEWS. If it is 

¥3 44 ~} chosen for use In mathNFWS you will get a 

=! free T-shirt. 
4 

1 Good Luck! 

NAME : MONDAY 
4AY 

PHONE: , 
  4 

 



  

THIS 

THEOREM 

WEEK'S 

PEQ'®: Prove any two numbers are equal to 
each other, 

PRIOF: Start with the relation: 

Xx =achb 

“ultioly both sides by x 

x2 = ax - x 

SGuare both sides of the first equation 

x2 = gt - %ab + bt 

Fron the above two eauations 

ax - bx = at -%ab + h* 

or 

ax - at tah = bx cab + bt 

or 

ax - a + bh) = b€x - a + b) 

If we divide both sides of this bv (x - a + 
b) ve obtain a = 46. This is obviously 
false, as x = a o> 45, hut then this is 
Pecause we are dividing by zero. Verv well, 
let us write: 

a(x = +b) =— b5(x - a +h) 
(x - a + 5) (x - a + bh) 

‘hen x = a - b, this hecomes a(/9) = 

Has), To evaluate this, We use 
L'"onpital's rule, which states for frac- 
tions of the form 1/1: 

lim f(x) = Vim £'(x) 
xea (x) xa oe! (x) 

Nifferentiating, we pet 

a(1/1) b(1/1) 

or 

"The mathematician, carried along on his 
flood of symbols, dealing apparently with 
DOurely formal truths, may still reach 
results of endless imnortance for our 
description of the physical universe." 

- Karl Pearson 

"Mathematics is the only food metaphysics." 
~Lord Kelvin 

UNCLASSIFIED 
(Note: mathNEWS will print your classified 
ads FREE OF CHARGE. Just jot them down on 
a slip of paper, take it to room MC 3033 
and have someone there deposit it in the 
mathNEWS file. Ur, drop your ad jn_ the 
campus mail (a free service) addressed to: 
mathNEWS, MC 3038, Weekly deadline for 
submissions: TUESDAYS: 4:30pm.) 

NEEDED: Someone to sign a lease 
(Sept. 1974) for a two- bedroom apartment In Waterloo Towers, You stay from Sept. 
to Nec., we Stay Jan. to Apr., then you come back. If the arrangement works out, 
we could sign the lease the following year. 
Call 745-6497, 
  

WHAPPENING? 
Nay 16 Campus Centre Board meeting at 

1:30pm in C0135. 

May 16-7 Rruce Miller at the c.c.pub. 

May 20 VICTORIA DAY 

Hay 21 NathSoc meeting 4:30pm in MC3010 

The University Senate meets at 
7:30 pm in Needles Hall(formly 
Student Services) room 3006. On 
the apenda will be the revisions 
to increase sabbatical leave 
salaries. If you're opposed - 
-then attend!!! 

Nay 21-5 Michael Lewis at the c.c.pub. 
(it may be your last chance) 

Nay 22 Introduction to the Bun. To 
help new users familiarize 
themselves with the Honeywell. 
10:30am and 2:30pm in HC3011 

Nay 23-6 Fed Flick "Live and Let Nie" 
8pm in Arts Lecture Hall 114. 
75¢ for Fed members. 

May 2b Mathematics Convocation 10am PAC 

May 27 Gridword deadline 6pm. 

Nay 28 MathSoc meeting &:30pm C3010. 

mathiieWws PRODUCTION NITE VI PH 

  
    SUB,, SCRIP Tx (ONS, 

This term a number of students on work 
terms will be mailed conies of mathtFUls, 
This marks the first time that mathNFWS has 
attemoted a suhscrintion§ service. The 
offer was made to students last term at a 
fee of 51.99 to cover printing and mailing 
costs and a number of mathies took us un on 
the offer. 

Oh yes, to those receiving mathtews hy 
subscription, you can still enter’ the 
pridword contest. Just solve the” gridword 
and mail it in. Good luck.     
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ACTION UNDERWAY   

    

For all of you athletes who missed the it's too late anyway. Your only solace (if 
meeting on "ondav (all 39 of you, who you're female) is to show up Thursday nieht 
either didn't see the sign or didn't bother at the girl's competitive basket-ball 
to show unm), MATHLFTICS are officially organizational meeting, if you are nlanning 
under way for this term, under the ausnices on any organized physical activities. 
of your athletic co-ordinators Jacqueline Cur snies tell us that Comnetitive 
Hearne and Gary Dryden (captains, If vou Basketball and Competitive S8aseball have 
need these people, they can be found in the very competitive teams (it looks like we 
Bridge lounge, playing FISH, only hetween have a bunch of winners this time), so we 

os the hours of &:30 am and 4:39 pm tlonday to hope we wlll be renorting a lot of success 
Friday until August 1.) stories on this nage in the future, 

HMATHSOC has official Math teams in NOTE to those already sipned un for 
Competitive Basketball] (2 teams, 1 in N teams: Please watch the Mathletics 

leapue and 1 in 8 league), Comnetitive Rulletin Board outside the third floor 

Naseball (A learue) and Co-ed Softball, lounges and/or the plass windows outside 

Innertube VWaternolo and Volleyball. If you C80 for details concerning same times and 
haven't signed un for any of these sports, practices. 

  

cs get a bite of the’ BUN 
oo Students who wish to obtain a Honeywell 
i fO50 userid must punch a ecard in the F | 
a following format: g e r 

1-20 Surname 
21-23 Initials ° 
25-33 Student ID Fropwith 
35 Course name 

One card per math course Is necessary. . 
Resources $500.00 and 12 Jinks file space SEZ ~ 
will be given for each gourse. Bring your 
cards to MC5060. Don't try and cheat 
though because all information will be why walt? 
checked against the repistrar's registra- checked af Do it NOW! 

BD of ED MEETS “Pex egeanpul 
The Committee of Society ?enresenta- come aw nN 

tives of the Board of Fducation met Tuesday , 

7 the 7th of May and the representative from 

he Engineering Soc. nronosed that a trin_ to aut an 

| | the Stratford Shakespearean Theatre be held 
on Friday July 12. The cost of this outing 

ch will be $5.00 which includes the cost of in} Mm HNEWS 
" the bus trip and tickets. Tickets for 4&9 join at 

  

    

  

    
  

students will be available to members of 
all faculties in the Engineering Societv 
office In the near future, so visit “IATHSOC 
  

° . mathNEWS welcomes your criticisms, com- 

OP in the next week or so to find out more ments, suggestions, etc. All letters 
raoribs details. Ye hone this event is well FEED should be signed, but, if requested, a pen 

are 4 : . ° — name will be used. Submit your feedhack to 

ue J : attended by Mathtes hecause it 1s your "NC 3938 and have someone there denosit it 

pi money, even though the Federation is par- BACK in) the matheWwS file. Or, dron vour   Tetters in the campus mail (a free service) 
tially subsidizing the trip. ¢ addressed to: mathiEys, "“C 3938,      
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WAL BOL 
(because it was originated 

at this university) 
WATEVERFOR, or 

SNOJOB 

All presently available programming 
languages have one major shortcomming, 
namely, their "“Comnuter-jargon" orienta- 
tion. We choose, as an examnle of this, 
COBOL with its highly technical 
terminology. i.e. 
"MOVE DATA-AREA-1 TO DATA-AREA-2."' This 

was the motivation for creatine WALBCL. 
WALBOL is a block structured programming 
language similar to ALGOL and COBOL. The 
difference lies in the fact that WALBOL is 
much more readable than either of these. 

1) NUMERICAL CONSTANTS. 

Programmers have often complained that 
in presently available languages numerical 
constants are too difficult or 
"mathematical' to understand. i.e. fortran 
"E" notation -120C0000E 01 can be very 
confusing, so WALBOL has done away with 
numbers entirely. Below are examples of 
WALBSGL numerical constants: 

THREE 

TWENTY-FIVE 
SEVEN POINT FIVE (Cor alternately) 
SEVEN AND ONE HALF 
POINT THREE ONE FOUR ONE FIVE NINE 

WITH THE DECIMAL POINT MOVED THREE PLACES 

TO THE PIGHT. 

2) STATEMENT LABELS. 
All statements have a beprinning, and end 

of statement delimiter to avoid confusion 
which sometimes arises between statements. 
The beginning of each statement is denoted 
by a numerical constant. These are sequen- 
tial and start at ONE. The end of statement 
delimiter is "END OF STATEMENT <number> 
where <number> represents the berinning of 
Statement delimiter for that statement. 
i.e. 
THIRTY-THREE <statement> END OF STATEMENT 

THIRTY-THREE. (the pertod being ontional). 
(note: "END OF STATEMENT " is a reserved 

word in WALBCL) 

3) IDENTIFIERS. 
“ALBOL identifiers are similar to those 

of most other lansuares with the excertion 
of FORTRAN. Ansi FORTRAN does not allow for 
variable and subprorram names longer than 

six characters. WALBOL on the other hand, 

requires a minimum lenrth of six characters 
for each identifier. Lazy programmers micht 
be temnted to use somethinre like 'AAAAAA" 
in WALBOL to renlace "A", however’ the 
“ALBOL comniler will detect this and print 
Out the warning "“"UNIMAGINATIVE VARIABLE 
NAME" at each occurrence of the identifier. 

4) INSTRUCTION SET. 
“ALEOL contains a wide and varied set of 

Commands. 
a) COMMENT STATEMENTS. Comment state- 

ments (being the most imnortant nart of any 

Programming Tanguage) naturally, have an 
'™Portant place in WALBOL. Documentation 

  

is delimited as follows: 
"THIS IS A COMMENT STATEMENT" fol lowed 

by the necessary documentation. (note: As 
with identifiers there is a limit to the 
minimum size of comments. It is 100 
characters. Also there must be at least as 

many comments as source statements to 

insure proper documentation or else the 
program will not execute.) 
(another note: "THIS Is A COMMENT 

STATEMENT" is a reserved word.) 

b) DECLARATIONS, 
There is one declaration statement in 

WALBOL, It has the form: 

DECLARE <variable> Ta BE <typed, 
<variable> TO BE <tyne>,...,AND <variable> 
TO BE <type> where examples of <type> 
follow: 

THREE DIGIT INTEGEP 
SEVENTEEN CHARACTER STRING, and so on. 

c) EXPRESSIONS 
The five basic FORTRAN onerators are 

+,7,%*,/,%*, The corresponding WALBCOL 
operators are: 
<variable> PLUS <variable> 
<varlable> MINUS <variable> 

<variable> MULTIPLIED BY <variable> 
<variable> DIVIDED BY <variable> 
<variable> RAISED TO THE POWER <variable> 

d) ASSIGNMENT STATEMENTS. 
Assignment is accomplished by the "IS 

ASSIGNED THE VALUE (OF)' kevword. i.e. 
"xX VALUE IS ASSIGNED THE VALUE 

SEVENTY-THREE" 
"VARIABLE TWO IS ASSIGNED THE VALUE 

OF VARIABLE GONE PLUS X VALUE" 

e) INPUT AND QUTPUT. 
Even though WALBOL has only been around 

a few days, it has already received wide 
acclaim for its effectiveness with input 
and output. The WALBOL innut and = outnut 
keywords are "BRING IN" and “PUT GUT" 
respectively. Since free formating is 
difficult and time consuming all BRING IN 
and PUT OUT statements must be formatted. A 
correct output statement in WALBCL would be 
for example: 
TWENTY-SEVEN PUT OUT THE CAT, AND THE DOG 

USING FORMAT NUMBER SIXTEEN END OF 
STATEMENT TWENTY-SEVEN. where "THE CAT" 
and "THE DOG" are the output variables, 

Format statements have five comnonents. 
These are inteper formats, real 
formats, character formats, blanks, and 
strings. 

INTEGER FORMATS: These are in the form 
"<number of integers><number of 
digits>-DIGIT INTEGER" For examnle: THREE 
FOUR-DIGIT INTEGER. This is equivilant to 
FORTRAN's 314 (now that's confusing) 

REAL FORMATS: These are similar and are 
of the form: 
"<number of reals><number of digits before 

the decimal point>PCINT<number of disits 
after>" 

CHARACTER FORMATS: "<number of 
strings><number of characters>-CHAPACTER 
STRING" 

BLANKS: ''<number of blanks> BLANK" 
STRINGS: Strings are set anart by the 

WALBOL keywords "STRING" and "END CF 

(WALBOL, cont'd on next page) 

  

  
 



  

|: (WALBOL, cont'd from previous page) 

SENG or example of input and output: PUB RUNNING DRY 

ar START THE MAIN PROGRAM 
fd ONE AAAAAAB IS ASSIGNED THE VALUE SIXTEEN 
Dope POINT ONE END OF STATEMENT ONE 

f TWO BBBBBBC IS ASSIGNED THE VALUE FOUP END 

mathNEWS has learned from a source In the 
Federation's Board of Entertainment that 
the campus centre pub "may close within two 

  
weeks", A Federation executive member has OF STATEMENT TWO 

THREE CBCRADIO IS ASSIGNED THE VALUE ZERO told mathNEWS that the pub is presently 
Hid: END OF STATEMENT THREE losing an average of $100 per day. 
bet FOUR BRING IN UNCLE CHARLIE, AND HIS SON make Os ee ea ee ao tas, fe 

| | USING FORMAT NUMBER TWELVE END CF STATEMENT Peet ou oso while cet FOUR the term is young - you might not have” the 
he same chance two weeks fro py FIVE FORMAT NUMBER TWELVE —SIX-DIGIT ee m NOW. 
fy a . INTEGER, TWC BLANK, FIVE-CHARACTER STRING 

\ 

  

A END OF STATEMENT FIVE 
Rep be SIX PUT OUT AAAAAAB, BRBBBREC, CBCRADIG, BUSES keep TRUCKIN? 

| UNCLE CHARLIE, AND HIS SON USING FORMAT on 
, NUMBER THIRTY-TWO END OF STATEMENT SIX P Frid b . 

Pep SEVEN FORMAT NUMBER THIRTY-TWO TWO PAINT leaving from the fomsus ee will be 
qo TWO, SIX-DIGIT INTEGER, STRING WALBOL IS Islington Subway. Stara, centre , for 
a GREAT END OF STRING, ONE-DIGIT INTEGER, 1:30 & 3200 630 ta te at 11:39am, 

ioe THREE BLANK, SIX DIGIT-INTEGER, FIVE- t/t Pa ° ae i pm. Travel time is 1 
ie CHARACTER STRING END OF STATEMENT SEVEN ours ickets on sale only at the 
to: EIGHT STOP EXECUTING THE PROGRAM END GF Central Box Office. 
i STATEMENT EIGHT 

END OF THE MAIN PROGRAM, 
SENTRY BARE FACTS 
THREE HUNDRED AND ONE HENRY 

  
    

1 OUTPUT | A B O U T 
. SIXTEEN PGINT ONE FOUR WALBOL IS 
‘ GREAT ZERO THREE HUNDRED AND ONEHENRY 

EXECUTE TIME: TWO POINT FEVE SECONDS 
COMPILE TIME: TWENTY-THREE SECONDS. 
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LOCKERS 
(enginews style) 

Math Society president Paul Armstrong 
has informed mathNeEWS that plenty of 
lockers are still available with over 150 
having been issued to date. 

Pa (final note: In spite of the fact that 
vq 7 WALBCL has been in existence for such a 

# 

¢ 
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short time, a comprehensive list of WALBOL 
keywords has already been compiled. It is 
presently available in the bookstore under 
the title "Weoster's Dictionary". ) 

Any questions and/or problems’ should be     all day, you can lay them in your locker. 
  

phe referred to: Richard Devitt MC 3002, or You can claim your locker Cif you are 
yy! Gerry Sugritt HC 3075 a mathie and have paid your $2.50 society 
Py. fe 7 ° fee) by coming to the MathSoc office, MC 

| (or phone ext. 2391)(special thanks to S.D.) 3938. Then instead of lugging books around 

mathi—"S - a news weekly nublished at the university of waterloo, is financed through 
coed mathematics society fees and is available free of charge to math underarads, The views 
popbp. and opinions exnressed herein are those of the math"FIS staff and are made indenendently 

  py of both the university administration and the math sonciety. mathiiE!S welcomes  vour 

i contributions, suaqestions, criticisms, advertisements (nublished free of charne), 
feedback, etc. Contact us via room 39028. “'e put the whale thing tonmether on Tuesdav 
nights in "'C 3011; feel free to drop in. Circulation this issue: snp   Despite sabotage we made it (and in record time at that). We put out a minor request: 
would the person who deprived us of our headline pens(along with Ink and stencil) return 
them or else we will be forced to pive you a bill for %xx,where 10<xx<29, so we can 
replace them, 

a You may have noted that we have about 2 pages of filler(another record); If you did 
hae notice then why are you back on camnus???? 

te ¢ u er matnies want to help come on out or for that matter any 
o our 1] subscibers are quite welcome(or ant(ho-hum)one else). 
For this issue we had 8 neople for 8 pares. 
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PETE unlocked RAYNHAM, GARY DRYDEN soalie, RANDALL where's that front nace article 
pion : MCcDUUGAL, CATHY POTTER our fancy clipper, SUE BOND(the Phantom sent me), JCHN sticky rarers PEEBLES, INGRID SPLETTSTOESER(pizza editor), and FNNIS one line at a time 

  
Ub **time sharing off at 92.543 on 5/15/74 
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